
Twenty people with disabilities received a gift of mobility in El Triunfo

Now the charity work from La Junta de Beneficencia de Guayaquil reached the urban area of El
Triunfo Canton, Province of Guayas. Here 20 persons will now be able to move thanks to the
“mobility carts” that the Guayaquil entity delivered in conjunction with Mobility Worldwide,
Northamerican Organization.

      

One of the beneficiaries was José Valverde, 72 years old, who five years ago lost his legs due
to diabetes which he contracted ten years ago. Excitedly he told us he is very grateful with
everyone who helped deliver his Pet car and that the first thing he will do is ride around the
neighborhood and visit his friends.

  

Eng. Eduardo Romero, Deputy Foreign Relations Inspector and Donations Manager for la Junta
de Beneficencia de Guayaquil, explained that delivery was accomplished thanks, to a joint effort
with Northamerican Organization, Mobility Worldwide. “We are grateful for the trust that
Institution has placed on La Junta, because we can reach those most in need” he commented.

  

The donation took place through the Pure Heart (Puro Corazón) Foundation. Katherine Diaz, its
representative, commented that the majority of beneficiaries come from

  

the Palma 2, Jaime Roldos, Jaime Hurtado 1 and Patria Nueva Sectors. “We thank La Junta de
Beneficencia and Mobility Worldwide for a great job and that new opportunity given to these
people”, she pointed out.

  

At the end of the event the Puro Corazon (Pure Love) Foundation and the El Triunfo
Municipality extended recognition to Eng. Eduardo Romero for the work performed on behalf of
primary attention groups in Ecuador through its Deputy Mayor Mr. Joffre Macias.

  

The honesty and seriousness shown by la Junta de Beneficencia de Guayaquil through all its
actions is the reason that important Non-Governmental Organizations from abroad who share
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the Mission to help, have trust in extending their charity work in Ecuador.

  

Through the International Relations Department connections have been established which allow
La Junta de Beneficencia de Guayaquil to receive different donations for those persons most in
need according to standards and parameters required by International entities.
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